Experiential Sessions
in Collective Intelligence
FACILITATION
"Knowledge is acquired through experience, everything else is just information."
Albert Einstein

Living the experience, first feeling what effect it has on us and on the group, then
understanding what we have experienced through theoretical input, this is what we propose
to anchor the experience, while meeting your operational objectives.
Your needs:
▪ Design and facilitate one or more events, seminars or workshops,
▪ Discover, experiment and disseminate collective intelligence practices (e. g. Theory U) and
collaborative approaches within your organisation,
▪ Bring out the initial outcomes of a project or team in a short time.
Our offer:
1. During a 2-hour session, based on your motivation for this event, we
co-design together its content and structure.
EXPERIENCE
2. The event itself, lasting from between a half and two days,
WORKSHOP
encourages the mobilisation of collective intelligence and the
emergence of creative solutions based on collaborative approaches (codevelopment, Open Space Technology,...).
Running throughout our work will be Theory U, making it possible to access the emerging future
through the quality of intention, attention and listening.
1. During a 3-hour session, based on your motivation for these 3 events
(or more), we co-design together their sequencing.
2. Each workshop, lasting from between a half and two days, will
encourage the mobilisation of collective intelligence and the emergence
of creative solutions based on collaborative approaches (codevelopment, Open Space Technology...).
Running throughout our work will be Theory U, making it possible to access the emerging future
through the quality of intention, attention and listening.
3. At the end of the process, a systemic synthesis makes it possible to capitalise on the experience
and define the resulting perspectives.
COLLECTIVE
INTELLIGENCE
PATH

To go further:
▪ Cultural & managerial transformation of organisations
▪ Managerial Innovation
▪ Inspiring conferences
▪ Experiential trainings
▪ "Le guide de l'organisation apprenante" (Guide for Learning Companies), Eyrolles, 2018
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